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Introduction
To live freely and participate in society is a right many take for granted. Achieving and
maintaining those civil rights have been a struggle for different groups throughout U.S. history.
Civil rights mean more than the protests of the 1950s and 1960s and reach beyond racial and
ethnic groups. Today, the struggle has gone from an issue of racial equality to equality for all and
new voices are engaging in the discussion, helping to define who we are as a people and a nation.
What does the term "civil rights" mean to the American public? As stated in the Declaration of
Independence ―We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they
are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty
and the pursuit of Happiness.‖ sets the ideal of human rights due to all people. In regards to the
rights of people in a society, those rights are defined b y the government and conferred upon
citizens of a nation or state. For the purposes of these discussions, civil rights are those rights
guaranteed to individuals as citizens of a nation, irrespective of gender, race and ethnicity,
physical/mental ability, or sexual preference. This roots the examination of civil rights in the
process of people exercising those rights within a societal framework and the resistance to those
individuals.
Years after the Declaration of Independence, the newly formed United States government
ratified the Constitution of 1789, which in addition to codifying the rights of its citizens,
formalized the process of disenfranchisement of Native Americans, and further marginalized
African-descend people. Congress passed the Naturalizatio n Act of 1790, which stated that to
become a citizen, a person must be ―a free white person, of good character, living in the United
States for 2 years.‖ Those people born in the U.S. to fathers born in the U.S., or who had been
naturalized, were citizens. And while women could be citizens, they were unable to vote in the
majority of states and had limited property rights, particularly if married.
Westward expansion introduced new groups to the civil rights discussion. The Treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848 promised Mexican citizens that suddenly found themselves in the
U.S. after the Mexican American War, the rights of U.S. citizens. In short order, their property
rights, as well as access to the political process, were legally erased and blunted. Much of the
same rationale causing the marginalization of the Mexican-American population was directed
toward the Chinese population in the U.S. Once the Chinese population became permanent
fixtures in Western mining towns and as labor for the railroads, anti-Chinese agitation led to the
Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882, denying citizenship to a group that helped develop one-third of
the nation. The Dred Scott decision in 1857 removed any vestiges of civil rights for African
Americans by legally denying any claim of citizenship. All of these actions left free and enslaved
African Americans, Chinese Americans, Mexican Americans, and Native Americans effectively
disenfranchised in a growing and expanding nation.
The passage of the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments in the second half of the 19th century
resolved the issue of citizenship for many groups, granting them the same rights as the rest of
society. Native Americans, however, were not given citizenship until 1924. Within a short time,
social practices, policies, and laws created barriers to the full realization of their rights as
citizens. Jim Crow laws, poll taxes, immigration quotas, and the denial or repeal of citizenship to

groups already ensconced in the U.S. undermined the amendments. Groups that gained
citizenship found their rights abrogated, denied, or simply ignored. The 19th Amendment in
1920 gave women the right to vote, but did not provide equal rights. For African Americans,
Latinos, and Asians, becoming or being born citizens did not ensure full access to these rights.
Disenfranchised groups had to fight to regain their civil rights.
The fight of disenfranchised or marginalized groups to regain their civil rights is generally
referred to as a ―civil rights struggle.‖ The use of the term is instructive as it indicates that
although rights of citizenship, ―inalienable rights,‖ are granted, for many they have to be wrested
from society. Over time, the ranks of marginalized citizens in the U.S. has expanded to include
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transsexual people and disabled people. The civil rights struggle takes
place within the existing framework of laws, in particular the Bill of Rights, and has gone from
being an issue of racial equality to one of equality for all groups.
A ―national monument‖ established by the President protects ―objects of historic or scientific
interest that are situated on lands owned or controlled by the Federal Government‖ (54 U.S.C. §
320301, known as the Antiquities Act). If the national monument is administered by the National
Park Service (NPS), as many national monuments are, it is subject to the same laws and policies
as govern other units of the National Park System. Thus, an NPS national monument established
by the President is a protected area similar to a national park, admin istered for the protection and
enjoyment of its resources and values.
To be established by the President, the area must meet the criteria of the Antiquities Act (54
U.S.C § 320301), including having objects of historic or scientific interest located on land
already owned or controlled by the Federal government. The views of the public are carefully
considered in the process. National monuments can also be created by Congress under their own
enabling statutes, rather than the Antiquities Act. National monume nts can be administered by
Federal agencies other than NPS. The Presidential proclamation or Congressionally-enacted
statute creating the national monument typically indicates which Federal agency will administer
it.
Writer and historian Wallace Stegner called national parks "the best idea we ever had.
Absolutely American, absolutely democratic, they reflect us at our best rather than our worst."
For nearly 100 years, this best idea has been nurtured by the National Park Service. Over time,
the number of national parks has increased and our mission has become more complex as the
range of services we offer has grown beyond parks to meet the needs of thousands of towns and
cities across the country.
The National Park Service preserves unimpaired the natural and cultural resources and values of
the National Park System for the enjoyment, education, and inspiration of this and future
generations. The Park Service cooperates with partners to extend the benefits of natural and
cultural resource conservation and outdoor recreation throughout this country and the world.
The National Park Service is a bureau of the U.S. Department of the Interior and is led by a
Director nominated by the President and confirmed by the U.S. Senate. The Director is supported

by senior executives who manage national programs, policy, and budget in the Washington, DC,
headquarters and seven regional directors responsible for national park management and
program implementation.
Quotes from Inaugural Addresses
―And so, my fellow Americans: Ask not what your country can do for you—ask what you can do
for your country. My fellow citizens of the world: ask not what America will do for you, but
what together we can do for the freedom of man.‖
– John F. Kennedy, January 20, 1961

―Justice requires us to remember that when any citizen denies his fellow, saying, ‗His color is not
mine,‘ or ‗His beliefs are strange and different,‘ in that moment he betrays America, though his
forebears created this nation.‖
– Lyndon B. Johnson, January 20, 1965

―The greatest honor history can bestow is the title of peacemaker. This honor now beckons
America — the chance to help lead the world at last out of the valley of turmoil and onto that
high ground of peace that man has dreamed of since the dawn of civilizatio n.‖
– Richard M. Nixon, January 20, 1969

―I believe that truth is the glue that holds government together, not only our government but
civilization itself.‖
– Gerald R. Ford, address after taking the oath of office on August 9, 1974

―To be true to ourselves, we must be true to others. We will not behave in foreign places so as to
violate our rules and standards here at home, for we know that the trust which our Nation earns is
essential to our strength.‖
– Jimmy Carter, January 20, 1977

―America is never wholly herself unless she is engaged in high moral principle. We as a people
have such a purpose today. It is to make kinder the face of the nation and gentler the face of the
world.‖
– George H. W. Bush, January 20, 1989

―There is nothing wrong with America that cannot be cured by what is right with America.‖
– Bill Clinton, January 20, 1993

―Through much of the last century, America‘s faith in freedom and democracy was a rock in a
raging sea. Now it is a seed upon the wind, taking root in many nations.‖
– George W. Bush, January 20, 2001

―Our time of standing pat, of protecting narrow interests and putting off unpleasant decisions —
that time has surely passed. Starting today, we must pick ourselves up, dust ourselves off, and
begin again the work of remaking America.‖
– Barack Obama, January 20, 2009
(Lin k: https://prologue.blogs.archives.gov/)

The history of the United States is vast and complex, but can be broken down into moments and
time periods that divided, unified, and changed the United States into the country it is today:
1700-1799
•The American Revolution (sometimes referred to as the American War of Independence
or the Revolutionary War) was a conflict which lasted from 1775-1783 and allowed the
original thirteen colonies to remain independent from Great Britain.
•American politician and soldier George Washington became the first President of the
United States in 1789, serving two terms.
•Beginning in Great Britain in the late 1790s, the Industrial Revolution eventually made
its way to the United States and changed the focus of our economy and the way we
manufacture products.

1800-1899
•In 1803, President Thomas Jefferson agreed to the Louisiana Purchase, successfully
adding 530 million acres of land to the United States. The area was purchased from
France for $15 million. The following year, President Jefferson assigned Meriwether
Lewis (who asked for help from William Clark) to head west and explore the newly
purchased land. It took about a year and a half for the duo to reach the west coast.
•The American Civil War divided the United States in two – the Northern States versus
the Southern States. The outcome of the four year battle (1861-1865) kept the United
States together as one whole nation and ended slavery.

1900-1999
•On December 17, 1903, brothers Wilbur and Orville Wright became the first people to
maintain a controlled flight in a powered, heavier-than-air machine. The Wright Flyer
only flew for 12 seconds for a distance of 120 feet, but their technology would change the
modern world forever.
•On April 6, 1917, the United States entered World War I by declaring war on Germany.
•After nearly 100 years of protests, demonstrations, and sit- ins, women of the United
States were officially granted the right to vote after the 19th Amendment was ratified on
August 26, 1920.
•The worst economic crisis to happen in the United States occurred when the stock
market crashed in October 1929 resulting in the Great Depression.
•World War II officially begins in September 1939 after Germany invades Poland. The
United States didn‘t enter the war until after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor on
December 7, 1941.
•On August 6 and August 9 1945, the United States dropped an atomic bomb on the
Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, effectively ending World War II.
•After World War II, an agreement was reached to divide Korea into two parts: a
northern half to be controlled by the Soviet Union and a southern half to be controlled by
the United States. The division was originally meant as a temporary solution, but the
Soviet Union managed to block elections that were held to elect someone to unify to
country. Instead, the Soviet Union sent North Korean troops across the 38th parallel
leading to the three-year long (1950-1953) Korean War.
•From 1954-1968, the African-American Civil Rights movement took place, especially in
the Southern states. Fighting to put an end to racial segregation and discrimination, the

movement resulted in the 1964 Civil Rights Act, the 1965 Voting Rights Act, and the
1968 Fair Housing Act.
•The Vietnam War was a nearly 20 year battle (November 1, 1955–April 30 1975)
between North Vietnam and South Vietnam. North Vietnam won the war and Vietnam
became a unified country.
•The Apollo 11 mission (July 16-24, 1969) allowed United States astronauts Neil
Armstrong and Edwin ―Buzz‖ Aldrin to become the first humans to walk on the moon‘s
surface.

2000-Present
•The terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, changed the United States forever. Less
than a month later (October 7, 2001) the United States began the War in Afghanistan,
which is still happening today.
•On March 20, 2003, the United States invaded and occupied Iraq. The war lasted for
more than eight years before it was officially declared over on December 18, 2011.
•In 2008, Barack Obama became the first African-American to be elected President of the
United States.
•Operation Neptune Spear was carried out on May 2, 2011, resulting in the death of longtime al-Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden.
(Lin k: https://www.usa.gov/history#item-37632)
(Lin k: https://www.nps.gov/subjects/civilrights/civil-rights-overview.ht m)

African American Civil War Memorial
Over 200,000 African-American soldiers and sailors served in the U.S. Army and Navy during
the Civil War. Their service helped to end the war and free over four million slaves. The African
American Civil War Memorial honors their service and sacrifice.
Lincoln's proclamation to establish a "Bureau of Colored Troops"
On September 22, 1862, five days after the Battle of Antietam, President Lincoln announced that
he would issue a formal emancipation of all slaves in any of the Confederate States that did not
return to Union control by January 1, 1863. No states rejoined the Union, so Lincoln
implemented the Proclamation by establishing a "Bureau of Colored Troops" to facilitate the
recruitment of African-American soldiers to fight for the Union Army.
The United States Colored Troops (USCT) were regiments of the Army during the Civil War
that were composed of over 200,000 soldiers. First recruited in 1863, the men of the 175
regiments of the USCT constituted approximately one-tenth of the Union Army. These men and
their officers are remembered here as Freedom Fighters who won in the struggle for their own
liberation.
At the beginning of the American Civil War there were many that felt the conflict should solely
be a struggle to preserve the Union and exclusively a white man's fight. As the war progressed
though, and runaway slaves continued to flee to Federal armies in greater numbers, more began
to feel that something should be done about this "curious institution" known as slavery. Early on,
Congress forbade the enlistment of free African Americans and only allowed the use of former
slaves as workers in the military. With the passage of the 2nd Confiscation Act and Militia Act in
July 1862, African Americans from anywhere in the country were now sanctioned to join the
United States military and contribute to the cause that some now saw as a struggle for a "new
birth of freedom". Through their valor, service, and sacrifice during the war, black soldiers and
sailors disproved the claims of African American inferiority and laid the groundwork for the
future struggles in citizenship and voting rights that would continue for over one hundred years.
By supporting the Union, slaves and free blacks, living in the North and South, courageously
advanced the cause of freedom for more than four million enslaved people. The African
American Civil War Memorial commemorates the military service of hundreds of thousands of
Civil War era African American soldiers and sailors. Etched into stainless steel panels of the
memorial are names identifying 209,145 United States Colored Troops (USCT) who responded
to the Union's call to arms. In 1865, President Lincoln said, "without the military help of the
black freedmen, the war against the south could not have been won".

Wall of Honor
Inscribed on the Wall of Honor are the names of 209,145 soldiers of the USCT 175 regiments,
7,000 white Officers and 2,145 Hispanic surnames. Also honored are the approximate 20,000
Navy sailors whose names are not yet on the wall because the Navy was not segregated.

Spirit of Freedom Sculpture
Ed Hamilton's sculpture 'Spirit of Freedom' depicts three infantrymen and a sailor defending
freedom. Above them is the face of the Spirit of Freedom watching over like an angel with her
arms crossed. The other side of the statue shows a scene of a soldier with his family. Inscribed on
the sculpture base: 'Civil War to Civil rights and Beyond. This Memorial is dedicated to those
who served in African American units of the Union Army in the Civil War. The 209,145 names
inscribed on these walls commemorate those fighters of freedom.'

Contact the Park:
Physical Address
1925 Vermont Avenue Northwest
Washington, DC 20001
Mailing Address:
900 Ohio Drive SW
Washington, DC 20024
(Link: https://www.nps.gov/afam/learn/historyculture/index.htm)

Belmont-Paul Women’s Equality National Monument
Tucked behind the U.S. Capitol, this 200-year-old house stands as a testament to our nation's
continued struggle for equality. Belmont-Paul Women‘s Equality National Monument tells the
story of a community of women who dedicated their lives to the fight for women‘s rights. The
innovative tactics and strategies these women devised became the blueprint for civil rights
progress throughout the 20th century.
Home to the National Woman's Party for nearly 90 years, this was the epicente r of the struggle
for women's rights. From this house in the shadow of the U.S. Capitol and Supreme Court, Alice
Paul and the NWP developed innovative strategies and tactics to advocate for the Equal Rights
Amendment and equality for women. President Barack Obama designated the national
monument on April 12, 2016.
Built on Capitol Hill in 1800, the house that today is Belmont-Paul Women‘s Equality National
Monument is among the oldest residential properties in Washington, D.C. The original house
was destroyed by British forces during the War of 1812. In the 20th century, the house became
the headquarters of the National Woman‘s Party, a political movement that fought for equal
rights for women.
Robert Sewall, a member of one of Maryland‘s most influential and prominent families, built the
original house at 2nd Street and Constitution Avenue, NE in 1800. Sewall rented the house to
Albert Gallatin from 1801 until 1813. Gallatin served as Secretary of the Treasury under
Presidents Jefferson and Madison. During the War of 1812, the house was destroyed by fire
during the British invasion of Washington in August 1814. It was one of the only buildings from
which the occupants made an attempt to resist the British Army. Sewall rebuilt the house by
1820.
The Sewall family descendants owned the house for over 120 years. In 1922, Senator and Mrs.
Porter Dale of Vermont purchased and rehabilitated the house after it had been vacant for a
decade.
The Dales sold the house to the National Woman‘s Party (NWP) to use as their headquarters in
1929. The NWP renamed the property the ―Alva Belmont House‖ in honor of Alva Belmont,
NWP President from 1920-1933 and its primary benefactor. Belmont donated thousands of
dollars to the women‘s equality movement and gave the NWP the ability to purchase the new
headquarters. The house also functioned as a hotel and second home for some members up until
the 1990s.

National Woman's Party
Alice Paul founded the NWP in 1916 to address women‘s suffrage and equality. Under Paul‘s
leadership, the NWP refocused the women‘s suffrage movement from a state-by-state effort to a
push for a constitutional amendment. In 1923, the NWP introduced the Equal Rights
Amendment and launched a campaign to win full equality for women. They successfully pushed
for the inclusion of gender equality language in both the United Nations Charter and the 1964
Civil Rights Act. In 1997, the NWP ceased lobbying activities and became a 501(c)3 educational
organization. Today, the NWP focuses on educating the public about the women's rights
movement.
Alice Paul was one of the most prominent members of 20th-century women's rights movement.
An outspoken suffragist and feminist, she tirelessly led the charge for women's suffrage and
equal rights in the United States. Born to a New Jersey Quaker family in 1885, young Alice grew
up attending suffragist meetings with her mother. She pursued an unusually high level of
education for a woman of her time, graduating Swarthmore College in 1905 and receiving her
master's in sociology in 1907 and a Ph.D. in economics in 1912 from the University of
Pennsylvania.
While continuing her studies in England, she made the acquaintance of militant British suffragist
Emmeline Pankhurst and her daughters, Christabel and Sylvia. Paul was arrested and imprisoned
many times for her involvement with Pankhurst‘s group, whose disruptive and radical tactics
included smashing windows and prison hunger strikes. Forever changed by her experiences, Paul
returned to the United States in 1910 and turned her attention to the American suffrage
movement. After the deaths of Elizabeth Cady Stanton in 1902 and Susan B. Anthony in 1906,
the suffrage movement was languishing, lacking focus under conservative suffrage organizations
that concentrated only on achieving state suffrage. Paul believed that the movement needed to
focus on the passage of a federal suffrage amendment to the U.S. Constitution.
In 1916, Paul founded the National Woman‘s Party (NWP). Paul adopted the Pankhursts‘
imperative to ―hold the party in power responsible.‖ The NWP would withhold its support from
existing political parties until women had gained the right to vote and ―punish‖ those parties in
power who did not support suffrage. Through dramatic protests, marches, and demonstrations,
the suffrage movement gained popular support.
In 1920, the 19th Amendment was ratified, giving women the right to vote. Paul believed the
vote was just the first step in the quest for full equality. In 1922, she reorganized the NWP with
the goal of eliminating all discrimination against women. In 1923, she wrote the Equal Rights
Amendment, also known as the Lucretia Mott Amendment, and launched what would be a
lifelong campaign to win full equality for women. Concerned not only with the rights of
American women, but the rights of women around the world, Paul founded the World Woman‘s
Party, which until 1954 served as the NWP‘s international organization. In 1945, she was

instrumental in incorporating language regarding women‘s equality in the United Nations
Charter, and in the establishment of a permanent U.N. Commission on the Status of Women.
Alice Paul is remembered as a tireless, devoted pioneer in the fight for women‘s rights, and her
legacy is still felt by women around the world today.

Women's Suffrage
Belmont-Paul Women‘s Equality National Monument tells the story of a century of activism by
American women. In 1929, the National Woman‘s Party (NWP), with financial support of
suffragist Alva Belmont, purchased the house to establish a Washington base of operations.
Alice Paul founded the NWP in 1916 as a lobbying organization to promote women's suffrage.
The house served not only as the headquarters for the massive political effort to obtain equality,
but also as a second home for the hardworking women of the organization.
Nonviolent, dramatic protests were the hallmark of the NWP‘s operations in Washington.
Suffrage marches, daily picketing and arrests at the White House, and speaking tours raised the
public profile of the movement. Protesters faced daily violence from both passers-by and the
police, including having their banners ripped from their hands and being physically attacked and
arrested. While imprisoned for their activism, some women protested through highly-publicized
hunger strikes that resulted in forced feedings and even worse prison conditions. The brutality
with which the women were treated created enormous public support for suffrage.
In 1920, the 19th Amendment was ratified, granting women the right to vote. With this hardwon, long-awaited victory, the NWP focused on the next step: complete equality of the sexes
under law. The group‘s headquarters at the Alva Belmont house provided the backdrop for many
of the defining moments in this struggle. Alice Paul authored the Equal Rights Ame ndment
(ERA) in 1923, which reads simply, ―Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States on account of sex.‖ In 1972, Congress passed the ERA, but the
amendment remains three states short of ratification today. For o ver 50 years, the ERA has been
introduced in every session of Congress.
In 1997, the National Woman's Party ceased its lobbying efforts and became a nonprofit
educational organization. Today the NWP continues to occupy the house, along with its historic
library and archives, to educate the public about the women‘s rights movement. Belmont-Paul
Women‘s Equality National Monument is one of the premier women‘s history sites in the
country, housing archives as well as one of the most important collections of artifacts from the
women‘s suffrage and equal rights movements.

Physical Address›
144 Constitution Ave NE
900 Ohio Drive SW
Washington, DC 20002
Mailing Address:
900 Ohio Drive SW
Washington, DC 20024
(Link: https://www.nps.gov/bepa/index.htm)

Birmingham Civil Rights National Monument
Birmingham Civil Rights National Monument is a new unit of the National Park System that
encompasses roughly four city blocks in downtown Birmingham, Alabama. The National
Monument includes the A.G. Gaston Motel, which served as the headquarters for the
Birmingham campaign. In April through May of 1963 leaders of the civil rights movement,
including Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., took up residence at the motel where they
strategized and made critical decision about the non-violent campaign that targeted
Birmingham‘s segregation laws and practices. In addition to the day in, day out work of the
campaign that occurred at the motel, several key events of the campaign publicly unfolded at the
property.
In 1963, images of snarling police dogs unleashed against non- violent protesters and of children
being sprayed with high-pressure hoses appeared in print and television news across the world.
These dramatic scenes from Birmingham, Alabama, of violent police aggressio n against civil
rights protesters were vivid examples of segregation and racial injustice in America. The episode
sickened many, including President John F. Kennedy, and elevated civil rights from a Southern
issue to a pressing national issue.
The confrontation between protesters and police was a product of the direct action campaign
known as Project C. Project C—for confrontation—challenged unfair laws that were designed to
limit freedoms of African Americans and ensure racial inequality. Leaders from the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) along with Reverend Fred Shuttlesworth of the
Alabama Christian Movement for Human Rights (ACMHR) took up residence at the A.G.
Gaston Motel in April through May of 1963 to direct Project C. From the motel, which served as
their headquarters and also as an area to stage events and hold press conferences, the
movement‘s leaders strategized and made critical decision that shaped national events and
significantly advanced the cause of the civil rights movement. In addition to the day in, day out
work of the campaign that occurred at the motel, several key events of the campaign publicly
unfolded at the property.
Public outrage over the events in Birmingham produced political pressure that helped to ensure
passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The struggle for equality is illustrated by places, like the
A.G. Gaston Motel, located throughout Birmingham, where civil rights activists organized,
protested, and clashed with segregationists. Also visible throughout the city are African
American institutions and business that knit together Birmingham‘s black community and laid a
critical foundation for the fight for civil and political rights.

American civil rights movement sites are within walking distance or a short drive from the A.G.
Gaston Motel:

• 16th Street Baptist Church, target of September 1963 bombing that killed four young
girls who were preparing for Sunday school. This act of domestic terrorism became a
galvanizing force for the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
• Kelly Ingram Park, where protesters, including many children, were violently disrupted
by police dogs and powerful water cannons. Images of the brutal police response to
peaceful protesters spread across the country through the news media, shocking the
conscience of the nation and the world.
• 4th Avenue Historic District sites, listed in the National Register of Historic Places, as
the retail and entertainment center for black-owned businesses serving African American
customers during Birmingham's extended period of forced segregation.
• Bethel Baptist Church, located six miles north of the city center, noted for its significant
association with Rev. Fred Shuttlesworth. It was the historical headquarters of the
Alabama Christian Movement for Human Rights led by Shuttlesworth and was bombed
three times – in 1956, 1958 and 1962.
Next to the A.G. Gaston Motel is the Birmingham Civil Rights Institute, a cultural and
educational research center opened in 1992 that presently reaches more than 140,000 annual
visitors, and whose exhibits provide an overview of the struggle for civil rights in Birmingham.
The National Park Service has partnered with the City of Birmingham to restore the A.G. Gaston
Motel to its appearance during the Birmingham campaign of 1963. In the coming years the A.G.
Gaston Motel will be developed to accommodate visitors, but it is currently closed.

What constitutes the Birmingham Civil Rights National Monument?
The Gaston Motel, located in downtown Birmingham, encompasses an approximately one-acre
parcel. The City donated property interests in the Gaston Motel to the National Park Service for
the establishment of the monument. These donated property interests include a fee simple
interest in the original 1954 wing to the motel (approximately 0.23 acres), including the suite
where Dr. King and Rev. Abernathy stayed in the spring of 1963, and a preservation and
conservation easement in the remaining parts of the motel (approximately 0.65 acres). The City
retains fee ownership of those remaining parts of the motel, subject to the NPS easement. NPS
and the City intend to cooperate in the management and operation of the Gaston Motel
The boundary for the monument includes a number of other historic properties that are part of
the Birmingham Civil Rights National Register Historic District. These properties are significant
with regard to the civil rights organizing and protests that occurred in downtown Birmingham
between 1956 and 1963. Significant contributing sites within the boundary include Kelly Ingram
Park, 16th Street Baptist Church, St. Paul United Methodist Church, and portions of the 4th
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